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HeII�4686 OBSERVATIONS OF T CORONAE BOREALISZAMANOV, R.1; BODE, M. F.1; TOMOV, N. A.21 Astrophysis Researh Institute, Liverpool John Moores University, Twelve Quays House, Birkenhead, CH411LD, UK2 National Astronomial Observatory Rozhen, POBox 136, 4700 Smoljan, Bulgariaemail: rz�astro.livjm.a.uk, mfb�astro.livjm.a.uk, rozhen�mbox.digsys.bgWe present spetrosopi observations of the HeII�4686 line of the reurrent novaT CrB. We have seured 22 spetra on 16 nights between April 1997 and January 2002with the Coud�e spetrograph of the 2.0 m RCC telesope of the Bulgarian NationalAstronomial Observatory \Rozhen". The spetra over � 100 �A (before 971010) and� 200 �A (after 990105) around �4686, with resolution of � 0:2 �A pixel�1. The S/N ratioahieved is 15-35. Two examples of our spetra are shown in Fig. 1. Journal of theobservations is given in Table 1. The equivalent width (W) of the line is measuredrelative to the loal ontinuum at �4677 � �4690 �A. The ux is alulated using B andV photometry. Typial errors in W and ux measurements are �15-20% and �20-30%,respetively. The radial veloity is measured at the top of the line and has an unertaintyof about �15 km s�1.T CrB onsists of a red giant and a hot omponent (almost ertainly a white dwarf).Iijima (1990) and Anupama & Mikolajewska (1999) reported the presene/absene ofthe HeII4686 line during the period 1987 { 1997. Combining their data with our newobservations gives us the opportunity to disuss the appearane of the HeII emissionduring a period when the U brightness varies by more than 2 magnitudes (see Fig. 2). Thetimes of HeII�4686 observations and detetions are plotted on Fig. 2, together with theU band variability. We used our data, together with those of Iijima (1990) and Anupama& Mikolajewska (1999), as well as the long term light urve (Stanishev et al. 2003, andthe referenes therein). As is apparent in Fig. 2, the appearane of HeII�4686 emissionorrelates with the U brightness of the objet. Most of the detetions learly orrespondto the short brightening in U of about �U� 0:6 at JD2448050 and to the maximum atJD2450700. Variability in U reets the hanges is the mass aretion rate, providedthat the spetral energy distribution does not hange onsiderably, as is supposed fromspetral �tting in high and low states (Stanishev et al. 2003).The presene of a strong HeII line was reported in the period 1921 { 1946 (see Adams &Joy 1921, Minkowski 1943, Swings & Struve, 1943, among others). Bearing in mind thatduring the last deade the line was not strong and has been deteted on a few oasionsonly, the older observations probably indiate a higher mass aretion rate during the25 years preeding the 1946 outburst of Nova CrB (i.e. higher than the urrent value ofabout 2� 10�8 M� yr�1 estimated by Selvelli et al. 1992).In an attempt to detet the pro�le of the HeII�4686 line, we subtrated a templatefrom the �rst 5 observations, when the line had W > 1�A, and seemed blue shifted. In
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pratise, we used as templates epohs 000621, 010707, and 020123, where the HeII linewas not deteted. The upper limit (W < 0:5�A) was de�ned by omparing with (1) spetraof M giants from the library of stellar spetra of Le Borgne et al. (2003), (2) spetra ofM4III stars (HD 4408 and HD 5316) observed with the same instrumental setup as TCrB.The template was then shifted to math the observed red giant spetrum. The shiftshave been alulated (i) via Fourier ross orrelation, and (ii) using the orbital elements(from Stanishev et al. 2003). The shifted template has been subtrated from the 5 spetrafrom 970426 to 971010. Following this, the residual spetra have been shifted to the hotomponent veloity and averaged. The average pro�le of HeII�4686 obtained from these5 template{subtrated spetra is plotted in Fig. 1b. The pro�le of H� as observed inApril 1997 (from Stanishev et al. 2003) is also plotted for omparison. The HeII pro�leis noisier than that of H� beause (i) the HeII line is weaker than H� and (ii) the S/N ofHeII spetra is lower than those in H�.As an be seen, the HeII�4686 pro�le is di�erent from that of H�. The HeII line isnarrower (at half maximum), it does not exhibit double peak at the top, and it also seemsto have an asymmetri pro�le with blue wing (Fig. 1b). We measured radial veloity in thehigher ux regions of the line where it is pratially symmetri. Part of the observationaldata (all ases when W > 1 �A) show that this veloity is negative relative to the orbitalveloity of the hot omponent (the hot omponent orbital veloity is supposed to followVh = �36:7 + 19:5 os[2�(� � 0:563)℄ km s�1, see Stanishev et al. 2003). Unfortunately,we annot be sure whether we observe a blue wing and broad omponent lose to theontinuum level (like those deteted in HeII� 1640 by Selvelli et al. 1992) beause it isomparable with the noise and depends on the subtration of the red giant ux. However,the blue shift at the peak and at half maximum seems to be deteted. On the other twoexposures (obtained on 990105) the line is weaker and its radial veloity oinides withthe radial veloity of the hot omponent.HeII lines are supposed to be formed in the immediate viinity of the hot omponent.The blue shift of HeII4686 indiates a motion from the hot omponent toward the observer.The most plausible explanation is that it arises in an outow from an aretion disk (mostprobably a disk wind at the high state of the system). A reeding part of this outowan also exist, but it has to be obsured by the disk itself.In T CrB the main the aretion is the Rohe lobe overow from the giant. In additionto the ow via L1, aretion from a stellar wind an supply about 15% of the totalmass aretion rate (Selvelli et al. 1992). However, in nova{like atalysmi variables ataretion rates � 1� 10�8M� yr�1 (like that of T CrB) the aretion disk is expeted tolose about 0.001 - 0.15 of the areting material via an aretion disk wind (i.e. Vitello& Shlosman 1993; Long & Knigge 2002). It is worth noting that aretion disk winds inatalysmi variables are best visible as absorption lines and P Cyg pro�les in the UV(for example Prinja et al. 2003). The available UV spetra of T CrB are however toonoisy for lear detetion of the UV line pro�les (see Selvelli et al. 1992 and IUE arhive),but the pro�le of HeII4686 suggests the presene of an outow (at least in high state).We onlude, that the appearane of the HeII emission in T CrB is onneted withU band variability, and probably therefore with epohs of higher mass aretion rate.Whether we have aretion disk wind or aretion from a stellar wind (in addition to Rohelobe overow) ould be answered by areful investigation with better optial and UVspetra. This ould also help us to understand when and how aretion from stellar winds,in wind-fed symbiotis, an exist together with outows from the areting omponent.
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Table 1: HeII�4866 line observations of T CrB. The date is in the format YYMMDD. The orbital phase(�) is alulated using the ephemeris T0=2447918.62+227:d5687E (Fekel et al. 2000). The equivalentwidth (W), ux of the line and radial veloity are given. The ux is in units of 10�13 erg m�2 s�1. Thenon{detetions (nd) of the line orrespond to upper limits of about W <0.5 �A (equivalent to < 0:6�10�13erg m�2 s�1). The alulated radial veloity of the hot omponent,Vh, is also given (see the text).Date HJD � W Flux Vr Vh Date HJD[�A℄ km s�1 km s�1970426 50565.529 0.631 2.0 4.22 �67 �19.0 000516 51681.353 nd970426 50565.543 0.631 2.7 5.70 �99 �19.0 000516 51681.368 nd970427 50566.391 0.635 2.1 4.43 �75 �19.2 000621 51717.396 nd971010 50732.219 0.364 1.4 3.31 �70 �30.6 000818 51775.320 nd971010 50732.234 0.364 1.6 3.78 �75 �30.6 000917 51805.288 nd990105 51184.632 0.352 0.9 1.78 �26 �32.0 010316 51985.438 nd990105 51184.646 0.352 1.0 1.98 �22 �32.0 010407 52007.387 nd990309 51247.438 0.628 nd { { 010502 52032.350 nd990309 51247.452 0.628 nd { { 010707 52098.312 nd990919 51441.325 0.480 nd { { 010904 52157.341 nd990919 51441.343 0.480 nd { { 020123 52297.684 nd

Figure 1. a) The region around the HeII line. The dotted line orresponds to the alulated radialveloity of the white dwarf (Vr=�19 km s�1) b) Cleaned pro�les of HeII�4686 and H�. Both arenormalised to the remaining hot omponent ontinuum, after the subtration of the red giant spetrum.The zero of the X-axis orresponds to the alulated radial veloity of the hot omponent.
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Figure 2. Johnson U band light urve of T CrB and observations of the HeII�4686 line. The arrowsand rosses indiate the times of HeII�4686 observations. The arrows refer to detetions, and rosses tonon{detetions of the HeII�4686 emission line.
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